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Chapter 1 
Introduction 

 

Due to the large amount of highway deaths and injuries related to drowsy driving, MnDOT is 
increasing their efforts to promote the use of Safety Rest Areas (SRA).  Focus groups have found 
that highway signs listing the SRA amenities would increase the drivers’ likelihood of stopping 
at a SRA.  With this in mind, MnDOT is exploring ways to encourage drivers to stop with the 
development of standard symbols or text slat signs to communicate the amenities at each SRA.   

Although the amenities at each SRA are different, MnDOT has identified the most common 
thirty (30) to research or create sign symbols for.   The addition of these symbol or text slat signs 
will be to the advance rest area signs on interstates. 

This research is limited to the discovery of existing symbol or text slat signs that could 
potentially be used to represent the thirty (30) SRA amenities.  Research included investigation 
from the following sources:  Minnesota Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices 
(MnMUTCD), international symbols not in the MnMUTCD, other state transportation agency 
signs not in the MnMUTCD, and signs utilized by other countries or related to other 
applications.   

Each symbol or text slat sign discovered in research that could be used to represent one of the 
amenities is shown with a description of the sign/symbol, mention of its current application, and 
finally a listing of the source. 

  

 

  



Chapter 2 
Amenities Symbols and Text Findings 

 

2.1 Tourism or Tourism Staff 

Purpose:  The Tourism or Tourism Staff symbol or text slat sign is to let travelers know 
if a specific interstate Safety Rest Area (SRA) has tourism information, possibly in the 
form of a staffed counter. 

Image: “Info” word symbol sign. 
Application: General Service Sign for conventional, freeway and 
expressway roads representing Tourist Info. Typically displayed on a sign 
board with up to a maximum of six different services displayed.  

Origin of Example:  Minnesota Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices 
(MnMUTCD)- Sign D9-10 

 

Image: Stylized “i” symbol sign.  
Application: Sign mounted below advance guide sign for rest/pullout areas 
or exits on both expressways and local roadways to indicate a Tourism 
British Columbia visitor center location. 

Origin of Example: British Columbia Ministry of Transportation and Highways: 
Catalogue of Supplemental Traffic Signs, Section 13.0, Sign T-001 

 
Image: Stylized “i” symbol sign. 
Application: Symbol denotes tourist information center or point.  When 
used on SRA signs the symbol has the same background color as the main 
sign. 

Origin of Example: United Kingdom (UK) Department for Transport- Drawing T 1  
 

Image: “Tourist Info” slat sign. 
Application: Supplemental plaque for Wayside Rests 
on conventional and expressway roads. Sign is 
mounted below the advance sign for a Wayside Rest 

Sign D5-X1. 
Origin of Example: MnMUTCD- Sign D5-X1a 

 

Image: “Visitor Information” slat 
sign. 

Suggested optional slat sign
text that reads, VISITOR INFO



Application: Auxiliary sign for a SRA where the visitor center is staffed.  Sign is 
mounted below the advance SRA signs. 
Origin of Example: Idaho DOT Traffic Manual- Sign I-51 

 
Image: “Motorist Information” slat 
sign. 
Application: Auxiliary sign for a 

SRA where the visitor center unstaffed.  Sign is mounted below the advance SRA signs. 
Origin of Example: Idaho DOT Traffic Manual- Sign I-51A 
 
General Findings and Considerations: Both European and Canadian symbol signs for 
Tourism use a form of a stylized lowercase “i” to indicate a tourism or visitor center 
location.  The stylized “i” symbol does not indicate if the location is unstaffed or staffed. 
The sign symbols or text signs in the United States depict the words such as 
“Information” or “Info” as slat style or symbol style signs. These signs also are difficult 
to distinguish between a tourist staffed and unstaffed location. 

The Advisory Committee commented that a symbol sign for this amenity would be hard 
to interpret what it meant.  Additionally, it is difficult to distinguish this amenity from 
Free Maps and Travel Brochures amenities discussed later in this document. 

2.2 Family/Assisted Restrooms 

Purpose:  The Family/Assisted Restroom symbol or text slat sign is to let travelers know 
if a specific interstate SRA has a family and/or assisted (handicapped) restroom on site. 
 

Image: Sign symbol depicting a women, child and man. 
Application: Symbol sign used for recreational and cultural interest areas to 
depict a family restroom.  Typically used on conventional roadways, 
allowed on freeways and expressways if direct access to these sites is from 

those roadways. 
Origin of Example: 2004 Standard Highway Signs (SHS)- Sign RA-150  

Image: Sign symbol depicting a woman, wheelchair and man.
Application: Sign symbol is used on advance signing for rest areas to 
depict an assisted restroom. 
Origin of Example: Queensland (Australia) MUTCD- Sign S16A 

 
Image: Sign symbol depicting woman, child, man and wheelchair. 
Application: Sign symbol used to mark family/assisted restrooms in 
building interiors. 
Origin of Example: Idaho DOT- Special Symbols- Restrooms 

Suggested shifting handicap symbol
above child's head in order to make
square symbol sign.



 

Image: Sign symbol depicting a women, child, man and wheelchair with 
the word “Family” below. 
Application: Sign symbol used to mark family/assisted restrooms in 
building interiors. 

Origin of Example: Naagtag Signs 
 
General Findings and Considerations: Graphic symbols that combine both the family 
and assisted elements are used as placards in building interiors typically placed at 
restroom entrances.  No such combined symbol was found to be used on a roadway sign. 
The symbols found are known to represent restrooms but the symbols do not indicate a 
toilet. 

2.3 Adult Exercise Equipment

Purpose:  The Adult Exercise Equipment symbol or text slat sign is to indicate that there 
is outdoor exercise equipment for adults at the SRA. 
 

Image: Symbol of person squatting and jumping- exercising. 
Application: Symbol sign used for recreational and cultural interest areas to 
depict exercise/fitness amenities.  Typically used on conventional roadways, 
allowed on freeways and expressways if direct access to these sites is from 

those roadways. 
Origin of Example: MnMUTCD- Sign RS-097 
 

Image: Symbol of person hanging from a pull-up bar.  
Application: Generic image from graphic website.  Other exercise/fitness 
related graphics were also discovered. No specific existing application. 
Origin of Example: Shutterstock Image Set: 83158930 

 
General Findings and Considerations: The RS-097, exercise/fitness symbol found in 
the MnMUTCD depicts exercise but does not show any accompanying equipment.  

2.4 Children’s Play Area 

Purpose:  The Children’s Play Area symbol or text slat sign is to indicate that an outdoor 
children’s play area is at the SRA. 
 

Image: Symbol of a child on a swing.  
Application: Symbol sign used for recreational and cultural interest areas to 
depict a playground.  Typically used on conventional roadways, allowed on 

Suggested option would be symbol
showing person on treadmill

Suggested that the "FAMILY' text
would be too small to be legible.



freeways and expressways if direct access to these sites is from those roadways. 
Origin of Example: MnMUTCD Appendix C: Sign RS-069 

Image: Symbol of children on a see-saw.   
Application: Symbol sign used for recreational and cultural interest areas to 
depict a playground.  Typically used on conventional roadways, allowed on 
freeways and expressways if direct access to these sites is from those 

roadways. 
Origin of Example: 2004 SHS- Sign RL-050 

Image: Symbol of children on a see-saw. 
Application: Symbol used on a tourism sign board on conventional, 
expressway and freeway roadways. 
Origin of Example: British Columbia Catalogue of Supplemental Signs- 

Sign T-001-Td-OLv  
 

General Findings and Considerations: The see-saw symbol as shown in two of the 
examples above is not a commonly utilized piece of playground equipment anymore.    

2.5 Dog Run 

Purpose:  The Dog Run symbol or text slat sign is to indicate a fenced off-leash exercise 
area for dogs is available for use at the SRA. 
 

Image: Symbol depicting a dog with wording “Pet Area” below. 
Application: Symbol sign used for recreational and cultural interest areas to 
depict a pet area.  Typically used on conventional roadways, allowed on 
freeways and expressways if direct access to these sites is from those 

roadways. 
Origin of Example: Texas DOT- Sign D60 

Image: Dog symbol sign. 
Application:  Symbol sign mounted below advance sign for recreation and 
cultural interest area. Sign symbol can be used on conventional as well as 
expressway and freeway roadways. 

Origin of Example: Alaska DOT- Sign D7-RG-240 
 
General Findings and Considerations: The Dog Run symbols found in research do not 
clearly indicate if the dog area is off –leash or fenced. 

1. PET AREA text too small to read
on symbol sign.
2. Suggested using "Pets on Leash"
symbol (MnMUTCD RS-017)



2.6 Boat, Canoe or Water Access 

Purpose:  The Boat, Canoe or Water Access symbol or text slat sign is to depict access to 
the water feature at the SRA. 

Image: Boat Ramp. 
Application: Symbol sign used for recreational and cultural interest areas to 
depict a boat ramp.  Typically used on conventional roadways, allowed on 
freeways and expressways if direct access to these sites is from those 

roadways. 
Origin of Example: MnMUTCD- Sign RS-054 

 
Image: Person carrying a canoe near a shore. 
Application: Symbol sign used for recreational and cultural interest areas to 
depict carry-in access for canoes.  Typically used on conventional 
roadways, allowed on freeways and expressways if direct access to these 

sites is from those roadways. 
Origin of Example: MnMUTCD- Sign D7-X8a   

Image: Person canoeing in water. 
Application: Specific tourist attraction symbol for canoeing. 
Origin of Example: UK Department of Transport- Drawing T139  

Image: Person launching personal raft/tube into the water. 
Application: Symbol sign used for recreational and cultural interest areas to 
depict a small boat/hand launch location.  Typically used on conventional 
roadways, allowed on freeways and expressways if direct access to these 

sites is from those roadways. 
Origin of Example: MnMUTCD- Sign RS-117 
 
General Findings and Considerations: The only boat and water access location at an 
interstate SRA is at the Dresbach location off of I-90 in southeastern Minnesota.  Several 
non-interstate Safety Rest Areas do have boat and water access and only a few have 
canoe carry-in access.     
 

 

 

 

Suggested we use both since
they convey different amenities
and each occur a few rest areas.



2.7 Photo Opportunity 

Purpose:  A Photo Opportunity symbol or text slat sign is to indicate a SRA that has 
scenic or interesting things to take photos of or with. 

 
Image: Camera.     
Application: Symbol sign used for recreational and cultural interest areas to 
indicate a viewing area.  Typically used on conventional roadways, allowed 
on freeways and expressways if direct access to these sites is from those 

roadways. 
Origin of Example: 2004 SHS- Sign RM-170 
 

Image Camera. 
Application: General Service sign symbol plate for a parking area or 
turnout with a scenic view of a feature displayed on a service sign board on 
conventional, expressway and freeway roads. 

Origin of Example: Alaska Traffic Manual Supplement to the 2009 Edition of the 
MUTCD- Sign D9-102 

 
Image: Long triangles radiating from a central point in a half circle. 
Application: Tourist attraction symbol used to indicate a viewpoint. 
Origin of Example: UK Department of Transport- Drawing T 9 
 

 
General Findings and Considerations: None noted. 

2.8 Interpretive Information 

Purpose:  A symbol or text slat sign for Interpretive Information is to depict the presence 
of interpretive signing in the outdoor area of the Safety Rest Area. 
 

Image: Person with backpack reading a sign and with dots depicting a trail. 
Application: Symbol sign used for recreational and cultural interest areas to 
indicate a trail that has interpretive signing along it.  Typically used on 
conventional roadways, allowed on freeways and expressways if direct 

access to these sites is from those roadways. 
Origin of Example: 2009 Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD)- Sign 
RS-114

 



Image: Person reading a small sign. 
Application: Interpretive Sign symbol used on BLM public lands. 
Origin of Example: Bureau of Land Management (BLM) Sign Guidebook: 
International Recreation Symbol 46 

Image: Person reading large sign 
Application: Wayside Exhibit symbol sign used on BLM public lands. 
Origin of Example: BLM Sign Guidebook: International Recreation 
Symbol 71 

 
General Findings and Considerations: Interpretive information provided may not 
necessarily be on a hiking trail or activity need for backpack like the RS-114 symbol 
indicates. 
  

2.9 Artwork 

Purpose:  A symbol or text slat sign to indicate that artwork is displayed at the Safety 
Rest Area. Artwork can be of varied mediums. 
 

Image: Outline of museum or art gallery building. 
Application: Tourist attraction symbol used to represent a museum or art 
gallery in the Wales region of the UK. 
Origin of Example: UK Department of Transport- Drawing T402

Image: Uppercase “G” with word “GALLERY” below. 
Application: Service and Attraction Sign for an art gallery on 
conventional, expressway, and freeway roads. 
Origin of Example: British Columbia- Catalogue of Supplemental Traffic 

Signs, Sign SA-012 
 

Image: An eye within a hanging art frame. 
Application: Tourist Attraction and Service sign for an art gallery.  Symbol 
is used on conventional roads, expressway and freeway ramps.  Note that 
the use of this symbol was recently terminated due to low driver 

recognition.  
Origin of Example: Bega Valley Sire Council- Guidelines for tourism, services and 
facilities signage 

Suggested we use the text, "ART" as a
symbol sign and "ART DISPLAY" on
slat sign.



Image: Paint pallet and brush. 
Application: Tourist symbol sign for art gallery.  Used on conventional, 
expressway, and freeway roads. 
Origin of Example: Quebec Tourist Signing Policy 

 
General Findings and Considerations: Some of the researched symbols for artwork do 
not convey the variety of art mediums that may be displayed at the SRA. 
 

2.10 Bird Watching 

Purpose:  A symbol or text slat sign to indicate that the Safety Rest Area is a good 
location for observing birds in nature. 
 

Image: Binoculars. 
Application: Symbol sign used for recreational and cultural interest areas to 
indicate the area is good for wildlife viewing.  Symbol signs are typically 
mounted below advance guide signs for recreational or cultural interest area 

on conventional and expressway roads.  
Origin of Example: MnMUTCD-Sign RS-076 

 
Image: Bird standing on a branch. 
Application: Bird viewing area symbol sign used on BLM public lands. 
Origin of Example: BLM Sign Guidebook: International Recreation 
Symbol 27 

 
Image: Binoculars and whale  
Application: Generic symbol to indicate a whale watching area. 
Origin of Example: www.ultimatesymbol.com - Symbol X02F37 

 
General Findings and Considerations: None noted. 

 

2.11 Phone/TTY Phone 

Purpose:  A symbol or text slat sign to indicate that the SRA has a pay phone/TTY 
phone available for use. 
 

Image: Phone handset. 
Application: General Service Sign symbol used on conventional, 
expressways and freeway roads on service board with other symbols. 



Origin of Example: MnMUTCD- Sign D9-1

Image: TTY Phone- handset with a keyboard. 
Application: General Service Sign symbol for telecommunication device 
for the deaf used on conventional, expressways and freeway roads on 
service board with other symbols. Symbol may be mounted with the rest 

area advance signs. 
Origin of Example MnMUTCD- Sign D9-21 

 
Image: “Telephone” slat sign. 
Application: Supplemental plaque for Wayside Rests on 
conventional and expressway roads.  Sign is mounted below the 

advance sign for the Wayside Rest, sign D5-X1. 
Origin of Example: MnMUTCD- Sign D5-X1a 
 
General Findings and Considerations: In the UK it is a requirement that all rest areas 
have a public telephone available thus it is expected and not specifically signed for. 
 

2.12  Wireless Internet Access 

Purpose:  A symbol or slat text sign to indicate that the SRA has free wireless internet 
available. 
 

Image: Laptop and antenna with signal waves. 
Application: General Service Sign symbol for wireless internet used on 
conventional, expressways and freeway roads on service board with other 
symbols. Symbol may be mounted with the rest area advance signs. 

Origin of Example: MnMUTCD- Sign D9-22

Image: Laptop with signal waves. 
Application: Symbol used on a tourism sign board on conventional, 
expressway and freeway roadways. 
Origin of Example: British Columbia Catalogue of Supplemental Signs- 

Sign T-001-Td-OLk 
 

General Findings and Considerations: None. 
 

 

 

Suggested we use both since they convey
different types of phones and each occur at
rest areas and since we no longer have
phones at all rest areas.

TEO committee didn't comment
on the slat sign.



2.13 Picnic Shelters 

Purpose:  A symbol or text slat sign to indicate that the Safety Rest Area has picnic 
shelters available. 
 

Image: Covered shelter with picnic table underneath it. 
Application: Symbol sign used for recreational and cultural interest areas to 
indicate a picnic shelter.  Symbol signs are typically mounted below advance 
guide signs for recreational or cultural interest area on conventional and 

expressway roads.  
Origin of Example: MnMUTCD- Sign RS-039 
 

2.14  Picnic Tables 

Purpose:  A symbol to indicate that the Safety Rest Area has picnic tables available. 

Image: End view of a picnic table. 
Application: Symbol sign used for recreational and cultural interest areas to 
indicate a picnic table.  Symbol signs are typically mounted below advance 
guide signs for recreational or cultural interest area on conventional and 

expressway roads.  
Origin of Example:  MnMUTCD- Sign RS-044  

 
Image: End view of a picnic table. 
Application: Specific Service sign for a roadside table. 
Origin of Example: 2004 SHS- Sign D5-5a

Image: Picnic table next to deciduous tree. 
Application: Used as an alternate to D5-5a (shown above) for a picnic area. 
Origin of Example: Nebraska MUTCD Supplement- Sign D5-5a (Alt) 

 
Image: Person sitting on picnic table next to an evergreen tree. 
Application: Symbol to depict a picnic area, symbol can be used on rest 
area service signs. 
Origin of Example: UK Department of Transport- Drawing T4 

 
General Findings and Considerations: None noted. 

 



2.15 Truck Parking 

Purpose:  A symbol or text slat sign to indicate that the SRA has an area for truck 
parking. 
 

Image: Uppercase “P” with side view of semi-truck below. 
Application: General Service sign used on conventional, expressway, and 
freeway roads on a service board with other symbols. 
Origin of Example: MnMUTCD- Sign D9-16 

Image: Side view of a truck.
Application: Truck Parking area sign symbol used on BLM public lands.
Origin of Example: BLM Sign Guidebook International Recreation 
Symbol 143 

 
General Findings and Considerations: None noted. 
 

2.16  Video Surveillance/Security Cameras 

Purpose:  A symbol or text slat sign to indicate that the Safety Rest Area is monitored by 
security cameras.  

 
Image: Security camera mounted to the wall. 
Application: Generic image from graphic website.  No specific existing 
application. 

Origin of Example: Shutterstock Image: 99334796 
 
General Findings and Considerations: None noted. 

 
2.17 Hot Beverages/Coffee 

Purpose:  A symbol to indicate that the SRA has hot beverages/coffee available for 
purchase. 
 

Image: Coffee cup/mug with saucer.    
Application: Symbol for a coffee shop used on a tourism sign board on 
conventional, expressway and freeway roadways. 
Origin of Example: British Columbia Catalogue of Supplemental Signs- 

Sign T-001-Td-OLr 
 
Image: Coffee cup/mug. 
Application: Tourist attraction symbol for light refreshments. 

Make square symbol sign and
reverse so image is white on dark
background

Though both acceptable, the coffee cup
conveys coffee shop. Suggested using
disposable cup with squiggly heat lines above.



Origin of Example: UK Department of Transport- Drawing S46   

Image: Coffee cup/mug with saucer. 
Application: Symbol used for coffee shop. 
Origin of Example: American Institute of Graphic Arts- 

Passenger/Pedestrian Symbols
 

General Findings and Considerations: The coffee cup/mug symbol represents 
refreshments for some agencies researched. Refreshments can mean a light meal, either 
food or drink. 

2.18 Cold Beverages/Pop 

Purpose:  A symbol or text slat sign to indicate that cold beverages are available for 
purchase at the Safety Rest Area. 

Image: Beverage can and bottle. 
Application: Symbol sign used for recreational and cultural interest areas to 
indicate cans or bottles.  Symbol signs are typically mounted below advance 
guide signs for recreational or cultural interest area on conventional and 

expressway roads.  
Origin of Example: MnMUTCD- Sign RS-101 
 
General Findings and Considerations: None noted. 

2.19 Snacks 

Purpose:  A symbol or text slat sign to indicate that snacks are available for purchase at 
the SRA. 

Image: Candy Bar with wrapper pulled partially down. 
Application: Generic image from graphic website. No specific existing 
application. 
Origin of Example: Shutterstock- Image 2831234

Image: Hamburger and drink with a straw. 
Application: Symbol sign used for recreational and cultural interest areas to 
indicate a snack bar.  Symbol signs are typically mounted below advance 
guide signs for recreational or cultural interest area on conventional and 

expressway roads.  
Origin of Example: MnMUTCD- Sign RS-102 

Suggested to use more of a pop bottle
shape so as not confuse with milk bottle or
use cup with straw .

Symbol implies fast-food. Suggested to
explore using a bag snack symbol instead of
hamburger and drink.



 
Image: Coffee cup/mug with saucer. 
Application: Tourist attraction symbol for light refreshments. 
Origin of Example: UK Department of Transport- Drawing S46 

General Findings and Considerations: The symbol for snacks should not indicate 
vending, as many different products can be dispensed from a vending machine. Many 
symbols found in research were similar to Sign RS-102, but symbol shows a hot food 
item that may lead those to think that the food is made to order rather than vending items. 

2.20 Electric Car Charging Station 

Purpose:  A symbol or text slat sign to indicate that an electric car charging station is 
available at the SRA. 

 
Image: Gas tank with electrical cord as hose and “EV” on tank.   
Application: Sign was approved for interim use by the Federal Highway 
Administration on 4/1/2011 pending an official rulemaking or revision to 
the 2009 MUTCD.  Sign is classified as a General Services sign per 

MUTCD, Chapter 2I. The sign can be used with written request. 
Origin of Example: Federal Highway Administration- Sign D9-11b Alternate 
 

Image: Gas tank and hose with “EV” on tank. 
Application: General Service Sign symbol used to indicate electric vehicle 
charging on conventional, expressways and freeway roads on service board 
with other symbols. 

Origin of Example: MnMUTCD- Sign D9-11b 
 

Image: Front of car with electric cord and socket. 
Application: Symbol for electric vehicle charging. 
Origin of Example: UK Department of Transport- Drawing S 65 
 

Image: “Electric Vehicle Charging” supplemental text sign. 
Application: General Service Sign educational plaque used to supplement 
sign D9-11b (as shown above). 

Origin of Example: MnMUTCD- Sign D9-11bP 
 

Image: Car outline with electrical cord coming out of back of car. 
Application: Generic symbol used to indicate an electric vehicle charging 
area. 

Origin of Example: www.123rf.com – Image #10939062 



 
General Findings and Considerations: Electric Vehicle Charging stations are not 
currently allowed at interstates SRA’s as they are believed to compete with gas fueling 
stations.  Charging stations are permitted at safety rest areas on non-interstate roads.  

2.21 Truck Electrification Station 

Purpose:  A symbol or text slat sign to indicate that a truck electrification station is 
available at the safety rest area. 

Image: Front of semi-truck with electrical cord circling it 
Application: Symbol sign for a Truck Electrification Station. It could not be 
verified if the sign symbol is used on the Tollway or only at Oasis/Plaza 
parking areas.   

Origin of Example: Maine Turnpike Authority and Ohio Turnpike Commission 
 
General Findings and Considerations: A Truck Electrification Station is sometimes 
referred to as Truck Stop Electrification (TSE) or Electrified Parking Spaces (EPS). This 
amenity is currently prohibited by MAP 21 at interstate SRA’s as a charged service.  
MnDOT believes that service may be permitted in the future. 

2.22 Trails 

Purpose:  A symbol to text slat sign to indicate that a short leisurely trail is available for 
use at SRA. 
 

Image: Person walking with backpack and walking stick.    
Application: Symbol sign used for recreational and cultural interest areas to 
indicate a hiking trail.  Symbol signs are typically mounted below advance 
guide signs for recreational or cultural interest area on conventional and 

expressway roads.  
Origin of Example: MnMUTCD- Sign RS-068 

 
Image: Person with backpack reading and interpretive sign with dots for 
trail. 
Application: Symbol sign used for recreational and cultural interest areas to 
indicate an interpretive trail.  Symbol signs are typically mounted below 

advance guide signs for recreational or cultural interest area on conventional and 
expressway roads.  
Origin of Example: MnMUTCD- Sign RS-114   

Suggested to use 2.20 but with "TRUCK" or Truck Symbol.



 
 

Image: Person walking on trail. 
Application: Symbol sign used for recreational and cultural interest areas to 
alert walkers to stay on trail. Symbol signs are typically mounted below 
advance guide signs for recreational or cultural interest area on conventional 

and expressway roads.  
Origin of Example: MUTCD- Sign RS-123 

Image: Person walking with walking stick by a deciduous tree. 
Application: Tourist attraction symbol to indicate a wooded walk. 
Origin of Example: UK Department of Transport- T 144 

Image: Outline of a footprint. 
Application: Recreation symbol used to depict an easy trail. 
Origin of Example: Forestry Commission of Great Britain- Recreation 
Symbols 

General Findings and Considerations: Trails at the SRA’s are short and leisurely and 
would not require special equipment such as a backpack or a walking stick to use. 

2.23 Lottery/Event Tickets 

Purpose:  A generic symbol or text slat sign to represent the sale of lottery or event 
tickets at the SRA. 

 
Image: Hand holding three tickets.   
Application: Symbol for event tickets used on a tourism sign board on 
conventional, expressway and freeway roadways. 
Origin of Example: British Columbia Catalogue of Supplemental Signs- 

Sign T-001-Td-OLs 
 
Image: Hand holding two tickets. 
Application: Generic ticket image.  No specific existing application. 
Origin of Example: International Organization for Standardization (ISO)- 
graphic symbol- PI PF010 

 
 
Image: Two tickets. 
Application: Generic image for movie ticket from graphic website.  No 
specific existing application. 
Origin of Example: www.symbolgraphics.com  



  
Image: Ticket with word “Ticket” inside of outline. 
Application: Generic symbol for a ticket. 
Origin of Example: www.photos.com – Image ID 157345958  

 
General Findings and Considerations: Advisory group indicated that a generic ticket 
symbol would be more versatile and be easier to get FHWA approval to use. Map-21 now 
allows for the sale of lottery and event tickets at interstate SRA’s. 

 
2.24 Transit Station 

Purpose:  A symbol or text slat sign to represent a bus station at a SRA. 
 

Image: Front of a bus. 
Application: General Information sign used on conventional, expressway 
and freeway roads. 
Origin of Example: MnMUTCD- Sign I-6 
 
Image: Side view of front of a bus. 
Application: Sign symbol for a bus stop. 
Origin of Example: Forestry Commission of Great Britain- Recreation 
Symbols 

 
General Findings and Considerations: Transit station symbol should be limited only 
the bus at this time.

2.25 State Patrol 

Purpose:  A symbol or text slat sign to represent police presence at a SRA. 
 
Image: “Police” word symbol sign. 
Application: General Service Sign symbol used to indicate police for 
conventional, expressways and freeway roads on service board with other 
symbols. 

Origin of Example: MnMUTCD- D9-14 
 



Image: “POLICE” within shield badge outline. 
Application: General Service Sign symbol used to indicate police for 
conventional, expressways and freeway roads on service board with other 
symbols.  

Origin of Example: California MUTCD- Sign G66-62 (CA)  
 

Image: “HIGHWAY PATROL” within star badge outline. 
Application: General Service Sign symbol used to indicate highway patrol 
for conventional, expressways and freeway roads on service board with 
other symbols.  

Origin of Example: California MUTCD- Sign G66-57 
 

Image: State Trooper officer saluting. 
Application: General Service Sign symbol used to indicate highway patrol 
for conventional, expressways and freeway roads.  
Origin of Example: Alaska DOT- Sign D9-104 
 
Image: “STATE POLICE” word symbol sign. 
Application: General Service Sign symbol used to indicate state police for 
conventional, expressways and freeway roads. 
Origin of Example: Maryland SHA- Sign D9-14(1) 

 
Image: “TROOPERS” 

Application: General Service Sign educational plaque used to supplement Alaska sign 
D9-104 (as shown above). 

 Origin of Example: Alaska DOT- Sign D9-104 Educational Plaque 

Image: “Patrolled by Highway Patrol” slat sign. 
Application: Mounted below SRA signs where 
California Highway Patrol has agreed to patrol. 

Origin of Example: California MUTCD- Sign G80B (CA) 
 
General Findings and Considerations: Placing a sign for this amenity may give drivers 
the idea that the SRA’s may have law enforcement available in an emergency situation 
rather than a drop in office presence as the SRA’s currently do. This sign would increase 
traveler’s sense of security and be a deterrent for criminal acts at the SRA. 
 
 

 

Suggested to use "STATE
PATROL".

1. Suggested to review with State Patrol.

2. Suggested that last option better conveys that
the State Patrol monitors the site and motorists
should expect them there at all times. Consider
"MONITORED BY STATE PATROL" or
"PATROLLED BY STATE TROOPERS"



2.26 Gift Shop 

Purpose:  A symbol or text slat sign to represent that the SRA has a gift shop. 
 
Image: Book, Present/Gift and Pipe.  
Application: Symbol used for shops. 
Origin of Example: American Institute of Graphic Arts (AIGA) 
 
Image: Present/Gift with bow. 
Application: Sign symbol for gift shop used on MnDNR signs. 
Origin of Example: Minnesota Department of Natural Resources (DNR) 
Recreation Symbol 

 
Image: Shopping Bag. 
Application: Symbol for retail shop used on a tourism sign board on 
conventional, expressway and freeway roadways. 
Origin of Example: British Columbia Catalogue of Supplemental Signs- 

Sign T-001-Td-Old 
 

Image: Present/Gift with bow. 
Application: Symbol used on Tourist- Oriented Directional sign on 
conventional roads. 

Origin of Example: California MUTCD- TODS Signing- Gift Shop

Image: Present/Gift with bow. 
Application: Generic gift image.  No specific existing application. 
Origin of Example: www.iClipart.com  - Item #20766 

General Findings and Considerations: None noted. 

2.27 Free Maps 

Purpose:  A symbol or text slat sign to represent that the SRA has free state maps 
available to travelers. 

Image: Tri-fold map. 
Application: Generic map symbol. 
Origin of Example: www.photos.com – Image ID 157345958 

 
General Findings and Considerations: None noted. 

 

Suggested that this conveys shopping not gifts.

Suggested to use show Minnesota outline on map or
just use a the text, "MAP" as a symbol sign.



2.28 Travel Brochures 

Purpose: A symbol or text slat sign to represent that the SRA has area travel brochures 
available. 

Image: Folded paper with word “Brochure” below. 
Application: Generic symbol for a brochure. 
Origin of Example: Graphic User Interface icon/button- various websites 
 

General Findings and Considerations: None noted. 

2.29 Weather Info 

Purpose: A symbol or text slat sign to represent that the SRA has weather information 
for the local area. 

  
Image: Cloud, Rain and Sun.    
Application: Generic weather image.  No specific existing application. 
Origin of Example: Shutterstock- Image Group 75875632 

Image: Cloud, Rain and Snow. 
Application: Generic weather image.  No specific existing application. 
Origin of Example: Shutterstock- Image Group 75875632 

 
General Findings and Considerations: Various weather icons available but none 
discovered for specific use as roadway signs. 

2.30 Traffic/Road Info 

Purpose: A symbol or text slat sign to represent that the SRA has traffic and road 
information available. 

 
Image: “MOTORIST 
INFORMATION” slat sign. 
Application: Mounted below advance 

SRA signs on conventional, expressway and freeway signs. 
Origin of Example: Idaho DOT- Sign I-51A 

General Findings and Considerations: None noted. 

Suggested eliminating this amenity from signs and
consider adding "CAR POOL" symbol to replace it.

Suggested using "511"
or 'TRAFFIC
INFORMATION"



Chapter 3 
Conclusions 

 

Overall, research of the thirty (30) SRA amenities uncovers the fact that symbology is an ever 
changing concept.  Multiple examples of symbols exist with very minor differences, and going 
back to sources discovered in early research uncovered that those signs/symbols had changed.  
Symbol designers continually are creating new symbols even when “standards” exist such as the 
AIGA Universal Symbols set. 


